DELAGE-AUTOMOBILES
Investment Teaser - 2022

Equity Offering
Issuer
Share Type
Minimum Investment
Eligibility
Administrator

Delage-Automobiles New Shares – April 2022
Delage-Automobiles
Class A Ordinary Share
€ 250,000
Institutions, Private Investors :
Sophisticated Investor, High Net Worth Individual & Companies
Laurent Tapie
Paris, France

Fund Raise Details
Use of Funds
Transferability

Series A : € 5M target.
The proceeds of the offering will be utilized to build the first preserie cars,
Invest in production facility & equipment, and start the EU homologation process
Transferable by mutual consent
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Management Team

About Us
Delage is one of the most iconic brand in automotive history. It is, with
Bugatti, the most prestigious and successful car maker in the French history :
only those two French brands ever won the World Championship of Grand
Prix (before it became “F1”), with Delage winning more “Concours
d’Elegance” than any other brand in the world in the 1st half of the 20th
century.
The Delage classic cars are known by collectors worldwide (the very best
cars being sold for millions of $) and 69 years after the last produced Delage
car, fan clubs still exist in several countries (France, USA, UK, Australia…).
Our goal is to become one of the leaders of the fast growing “Hypercars”
segment (revenues multiplied by 10 in less than 15 years) , taking Bugatti as
a benchmark, as well as less known (but also very successful) smaller
companies such as Pagani or Koenigsegg.
But also, through our technologies, to change the automotive sector, our
Hypercars serving as a showcase for our disruptive technologies.
Income Statement (EUR)
With several orders and reservations already signed for our first Hypercar,
the “D12”, first revenues have come, and the company is already profitable.
Yearly revenues are expected to grow to over € 50M in 2026 and over €
80M in 2031, with after tax profits approaching € 60M.

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

Benoit Bagur – CTO
Benoit is a double Champion of The World
in FIA Touring (with Seat) and has
conceived many cars for road (Exagon
Furtive) and competition (Ligier).

Mauro Bianchi – Chassis & Suspensions
Mauro is the inventor of the “contractive
Suspension” that revolutionized Formula 1.
He won 7 World Titles in F1 (2 with
McLaren, 5 with Ferrari).

Jacques Villeneuve – Driver & Car Set-Up
Jacques is F1 World Champion (1997), as
well as Indy Car World Champion and
winner of many other titles (including
Indianapolis 500 Miles).

Delage - Revenues & Profits (€ M)
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Laurent Tapie – CEO
Laurent started his career at McKinsey.
He then became a successful serial
entrepreneur with several start-ups resold.
He is a supercar driver and connoisseur.

2029

2030

2031

Advisory Board & Shareholders
Francois Pinault
French billionaire – owner of Kering
(n.2 Luxury Group in the World).

Xavier Niel
French billionaire – owner of Iliad
(French Telecom Operator “Free”).
George Cohen
French billionaire - Former owner of
Transiciel and former CEO of Cap
Gemini.
Frederic Leroux
Co-founder of Carmignac (largest
Asset Management Fund in Europe).

Hassanein Hiridjee
Indian billionaire, in Telecom and
Energy in several African countries.
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Market Overview

A Word From Our CEO

A Word From Our CTO

In 2003, When VolksWagen took over the Bugatti brand, they
announced the creation of the Veyron, the first car in history to be on
sale for a price tag of € 1M. They created the “Hypercar” segment.
At that time, Pagani and Koenigsegg were selling two or three cars per
year at a price tag of € 350 K and were struggling to survive.
It took Bugatti 11 years (2005-2015) to sell the 450 Veyrons they
produced.
But with an increasing number of new billionaires in the world, and
their will to drive cars over the €1M price, the market has multiplied
by over 10 in less than 15 years : from summer 2018 to summer 2019,
Bugatti signed sales order for 102 Chirons (€ 3M), 40 Divos (€ 5M), 10
CentoDieci (€ 8M) and 1 Voiture Noire (€ 17M). A total of € 603M
orders value in 13 months, to compare to the average € 50M they
were making per year 10 years before.
Pagani and Koenigesegg have followed the same strategy of increasing
their prices, which led to increasing their sales : they now sell on
average 30 cars per year at a price tag above € 2.5M.
Mercedes, Aston-Martin, Lotus, as well as new brands such as Rimac,
Apollo, Zenvo, and others, are now selling Hypercars around the
world.

When I took over the iconic brand Delage, I immediately had
my strategy in mind. Being a supercar buyer myself, I know the
Key Factors of Success to sell a Hypercar : a brand with prestige
and pedigree ; a car with extraordinary performances and
unique features, produced in a very limited number ; a design
that provokes the immediate need to buy the car ; and a story
to go with the car.
The Delage D12, that will be produced in only 30 units for the
whole world, has all these ingredients.
Which explains why the car is already successful, with several
orders and reservations contracts signed and down-payments
received, for a car that was just a Show-Car when these
contracts were signed.
Now that we have the up & running prototype of the car, and
will soon start to use it to beat lap records on various tracks, I
am very confident that the objective to sell 5 cars per year will
easily be exceeded. Knowing that we only need to sell 2 cars
per year to make an operational profit…
I am also happy to see that our disruptive technologies are
starting to interest large groups like Stellantis.

When in early 2018 Laurent Tapie showed me the
first sketches of the D12’s design, I was impressed.
But when he recruited me with the mission to make
the D12 a car that would be the “closest street-legal
car ever made to a Formula 1”, and the objective to
beat the World record of the Nürburgring track, I
realized this would become one of the most exciting
challenges I ever had in my (long) career.
A challenge that I am convinced we will accomplish :
the D12 is a lighter and more powerful car than the
current owners of the Nürburgring track lap record
(Mercedes AMG GT Black Series and Lamborghini
Aventador SVJ). Moreover, it has more than TWICE
the downforce of other production supercars
currently in the world, and the patent exclusivity of
the contractive suspension for a street-legal car.
Which is why I am not only convinced the D12 will
set a new world record for a production car on the
Nürburgring : I also think it will make it with several
seconds.
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The D12 : the successful first chapter in the new era of DELAGE
An Extreme Car designed to be a “Must
Have” for Collectors

A commercial Success even before the
car has ever been driven

•

• Several contracts of sales already signed (with
down payments received), representing over
€ 10M value (amount confidential).

•

•

The “road-legal F1” :
•
Carbon Monocoque and frontal
crashbox (like F1)
•
Contractive suspensions
•
Active aerodynamics : more
downforce than F1
•
No door : opening cockpit like fighterjets
•
2 seats in tandem for central driving
position (like F1)
•
Carbon fiber wheels with cooling
effect
Will beat the Nürburgring lap record in 2023
to officially become the fastest street-legal
car on track in the World.
Awarded most beautiful car in the World
(Automobile Awards 2020/2021).

• A distribution contract already signed with
Newport Beach Automotive Group, the n.1
Hypercar Dealer in South California (Official
Dealer for Bugatti, Koenigsegg, Lamborghini,
McLaren, etc.).
• Advanced Negotiations with Dealers in North
California, New-York, Florida, Canada, France,
Monaco, Belgium, Luxembourg, Switzerland,
UAE, Bahrain.
• Several experienced commercial agents signed

• A dozen of individual Hypercars buyers and
prospects eagerly waiting to try the car.
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Fund Raise Summary
The business will be fully funded with a cash requirement of € 5M which includes capital and operational costs for the next 12 months until the production of the serie car has started and
the first clients’ cars start to be delivered, from which operational breakeven is achieved.
Series A : € 5M raise target

Use of Funds Summary
Delage-Automobiles will use nearly 60% of the funds for its Operational Costs (including tests and homologation).
The remaining 40% will be used almost equally for Marketing & Events, Investments in production, and building of the very first preserie cars.

16%

Operational Costs (including tests and homologation)

14%

Marketing & Events Costs
Investments (production facility & equipment)
Building of first pre-serie cars

13%
58%
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Roadmap : extend the range with one new model of Hypercar every 2-3 years
D12
Serie Car

D12
Prototype

2022
S1 :
-D12 Prototype test
drive
-Building of 2 Preserie cars
-Buying the land for
the Delage
Manufacture
S2 :
- Building of the
Delage Manufacture

2023
S1 :
-First cars deliveries
in the US
-Start of EU
homologation
procedure
-Show the seriecar
in Europe and Asia
S2 :
-EU Homologation
completed
-Nurburgring World
Record
-First cars delivered
in Europe

“D2”

“D3”

Design in
progress CONFIDENTIAL

Design
completed CONFIDENTIAL

2024
S1 :
-First cars delivered
in Middle East,
Asia, and Rest of
the World.
S2 : Presentation
of the Showcar of
the 2nd model of
Delage Hypercars
(code “D2”).
Objective : be the
fastest top speed
car in the world
(benchmark :
Bugatti Chiron)

2025
-Delivery of D12
Hypercars and if
fully sold, delivery
of super limited
special editions
(“D12 N”, “D12
tricolore”, “D12
reverence”.)
-Tests of the D2
prototype and start
of homologation
process.

2026
-First deliveries of
the D2
-Presentation of the
Showcar of the 3rd
model of Delage
Hypercars (code
“D3”)
Objective : be the
modernized version
of the most
legendary Delage
roadster from the
30’s, and one of the
fastest roadster in
the world.
VERY LIMITED
EDITION

“D4”

2027
-Tests of the D3
prototype and start
of homologation
process.

2028
-First deliveries of
the D3
-Presentation of the
Showcar of the 4th
model of Delage
Hypercars (code
“D4”)
Objective : make a
superluxury
limousine with
incredible
performances (a
“Hypercar Rolls
Royce” type).

“D5”

2029
-Tests of the D4
prototype and start
of homologation
process.

2030
-First deliveries of
the D4
-Presentation of the
Showcar of the 5th
model of Delage
Hypercars (code
“D5”)
Objective : make a
superluxury SUV
with incredible
performances (a
“Hypercar
Lamborghini Urus”
type).
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...While developing our disruptive technologies
1st Hybridization high power / low voltage on the D12

2022

2023

2024

Delage Aerodynamic “Drag Killer” on the “D2”

2025

2026

Hybridization with the revolutionary pulsed electric turbine

2027

2028

2029

2030

These demonstrated technologies (experimental proofs) are already arousing interest:
INNOVATION

APPLICATIONS

Low Voltage
Electric Engine

Automotive sector

Aerodynamic
"Drag Killer"

Automotives
Trains
Planes

Pulsed Electric Turbine

Production of
Electricity
Automotive sector

ADVANTAGES

INTERESTED PARTIES

PROOF OF INTEREST

Free electric vehicles from safety
constraints (costs and weight) related to
BPI
Loan for innovation being studied.
high voltage and its fatal risk for
passengers.
Real and virtual experiments have
Paris Mouratoglou,
The "Delage-Aérodynamique" company has
demonstrated significant reductions of the
French billionaire,
been created and the first investment has
negative aerodynamic drag force, allowing
founder of EREN Groupe
been realized by P. Mouratoglou.
energy savings.
Real experiments have demonstrated an
Letters of interest received:
18% improvement in energy efficiency
-STELLANTIS
-From Stellantis to make a "range extender"
compared to all turbines currently available
-AXIAN
for their future electric vehicles.
on the world market.
-From Axian to generate electricity in Africa.
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Delage - Cars Sold & Orders Value (€ M)

Sales Progression & Competitors Benchmark
100

In the next 10 years, Delage-Automobiles projects to progress from 5-6 cars sold per year to
more than 30 cars per year (5 models of Hypercars presented during that period), while
increasing the average price of our cars. Which will lead our yearly orders value to grow to
nearly € 100 M in 2031, meaning an Average Yearly Growth Rate of 27% of this orders value,
which is consistent with the growth rate demonstrated by Hypercars pure players over the
last 15 years :
• Bugatti sold 34 Veyrons from summer 2004 to summer 2005 (€ 37 M orders value). From
summer 2018 to summer 2019 they sold 102 Chirons, 40 Divos, 10 CentoDieci and 1
Voiture Noire, for a total orders value of € 603 M.
•
During the same period, Pagani grew from an estimated orders value of € 2 M to € 73 M,
and Koenigsegg had an even more impressive growth (from an estimated orders value of
€ 1.5 M to € 65 M).

Bugatti - Cars Sold & Orders Values (€ M)
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Koenigsegg - Cars Sold & Orders Values (€ M)

Pagani - Cars Sold & Orders Values (€ M)
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Delage - Revenues & Profits (€ M)
100

Financial Performance

90
80

The Margin on Hypercars being very high, the significant
growth of orders value will generate a same growth of
revenues and profits, to reach a respective € 80M and
almost € 60M in 2031.
Delage being on the crossing of automotive and luxury, we
can expect a Price to Earnings Ratio of our shares of x15.

70
60
50

Revenues

40

Profits

30
20

Which will valuate the company to nearly € 900 M in 2031.

10
2022

Offering
New ordinary shares for a targeted amount of
€ 5 M.
Valuation to be discussed, supported by the
company 10 years valuation of nearly € 900 M.

2023

2022
Cars Sold
Revenues (€ M)
Profits after Tax (€ M)
Valuation (€ M) (P/E = 15)

5
5
3
49

2024

2023
6
12
7
107

2025

2024
8
15
9
137

2026

2025
18
32
22
329

2027

2026
20
55
39
591

2028

2027
17
59
43
650

2029

2030

2028
26
69
51
770

2031

2029
22
75
55
828

2030
22
67
49
738

2031
TOTAL
32
176
81
470.1
59
338.6
881
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Capital Structure
before the operation

after the operation
Investor 1 Investor 2
Investor 3 Investor 4 Investor 5 Investor 6
Investor 7 Investor 8 Investor 9 Investor 10
Investor 11 Investor 12

Investor 1 Investor 2
Investor 3 Investor 4 Investor 5 Investor 6
Investor 7 Investor 8 Investor 9 Investor 10
Investor 11 Investor 12

100% / 12

100% / 12

Le Club des 12 Inc. (USA)

Laurent Tapie

25%

75%

DELAGE CAPITAL LLC
(USA)
100%

DELAGE AUTOMOBILES
(FRANCE)

Laurent Tapie

Le Club des 12 Inc. (USA)
25%

75%

DELAGE CAPITAL LLC
(USA)
100 – X %

NEW
INVESTOR(S)
X%

DELAGE AUTOMOBILES
(FRANCE)
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For any interest to become a Delage shareholder, a meeting will be organized with Delage re-founder & CEO.

Laurent Tapie, on n.1 News TV Channel in France, “BFM TV”

Laurent Tapie, Winner of the “Mediterranean Porsche Club” Driving
competition for nonprofessionals,
getting his winning prize : driving a F1 car (1996)

Laurent Tapie – (47 years old)
•
1995 : ranked #4 from ESCP entry concourse (top 3 French business school) + ranked #1 in micro-economics and
macro-economics in its economics Degree from the Aix3 University
•
1996 : Created its first company while still being a student, in partnership with Reebok : « Reebok 6 » was creating
soccer tournaments during summers and was a massive success for 3 consecutive years. From this success Laurent
became a consultant for Reebok, and invented the Reebok street event concept (became the famous « Reebok
Street Basketball » in USA)
•
1998 : McKinsey consultant in the Paris office.
•
2000 : Created the soccer website «Free-Goal » that was absorbed in 2002 by soccer press group « Foot-Editions »
and became the website of the famous « But! » French soccer magazine.
•
2002 : Consultant for several companies for raising funds and management advising
•
2004 : Created the sports betting group « ASG » in Malta.
•
2008 : Sold ASG to n.1 casino group in Europe « Partouche » and stayed for 1 year as a Partouche Director to
ensure the integration of the sports betting business
•
2010 : created an Internet incubator : several companies created or bought, then resold : Achat-or-et-argent.fr (n.1
in France for selling gold and silver online), BC Finance (n.2 in France in the credit grouping business with over €
160M consolidated credits per year), Blue-Sugar (an e-commerce platform with over 40,000 monthly paying
subscribers).
•
2017 : created Delage Automobiles
•
•
•

Car enthusiast and sports-cars collector for over 20 years. Regular track driver.
Creator and animator of the Entrepreneur Seminary at “Les Mines”, one of the top French Engineering School
Fluent in French, English and Italian.
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Technology evolves. But beauty is timeless.

The Delage D12 – The “street-legal F1”.
Voted most beautiful car in the world.
(Automobile Awards 2020/2021)

The Delage D12 in Geneva with a Delage D8-120 by Letourneur & Marchand (1937).

Discover the Delage D12 Hypercar : www.delage-automobiles.com
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Technology evolves. But beauty is timeless.

The Delage D12 – The “street-legal F1”.
Voted most beautiful car in the world.
(Automobile Awards 2020/2021)

The Delage D12 in Dubai with a Delage D8-120 by Henri Chapron (1937).

Discover the Delage D12 Hypercar : www.delage-automobiles.com
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Technology evolves. But beauty is timeless.

The Delage D12 – The “street-legal F1”.
Voted most beautiful car in the world.
(Automobile Awards 2020/2021)

The Delage D12 on the roof of the Petersen Museum (Los Angeles).

Discover the Delage D12 Hypercar : www.delage-automobiles.com
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Technology evolves. But beauty is timeless.
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